The Handbook of Texas Online is a multidisciplinary encyclopedia of Texas history, geography, and culture. It comprises more than 23,000 articles on people, places, events, historical themes, institutions, and a host of other topic categories. The scope is broad and inclusive, designed to provide readers with concise, authoritative, and accessible articles that provide factual, nonpartisan accounts on virtually every aspect of Texas history and culture.

Search:
1. Enter your search term(s) in the text box.
2. Click Search.
3. Results will display as brief entries. Select the blue text next to the number of the article you desire.

Browse:
1. Select a letter of the alphabet, or category, from the home page.
2. More detailed browsing features are available. Select the “Browse” link on the left side of the home page. From this main browsing page, you can view lists of articles in these categories:
   - Title – lists all available articles in alphabetical order
   - Who – lists all articles about people who played an important role in some aspect of Texas history
   - What – lists articles relating to various topics, such as architecture, folklore, religion, or sports (note - not all categories are active at this time)
   - When – lists articles concerning historical events, dating from prehistory to the present
   - Where – lists articles in two subcategories: “Communities” – lists cities and towns;
     “Counties” – contains links to descriptive articles for each county in the state
3. View any article by clicking its title in the Browse list.

Multimedia:
The Handbook of Texas offers some multimedia content – mostly images, with a few audio and video files. These may be browsed according to type of content or subject matter. Choose the “Multimedia” link on the left side of any page.

Teaching Tools:
In the State of Texas, Texas history is the main subject for 4th-grade and 7th-grade Social Studies. The Handbook of Texas provides links for teachers and students to topics of interest found in throughout the handbook’s contents. In addition, this section provides a variety of
peer-reviewed lesson plans at both the 4th- and 7th-grade levels. Choose the “Teaching Tools” link on the left side of any page.

Print:
1. Select the “format this article to print” link found at top right corner of any article.
2. Use the print command compatible with your browser.

Other Features:
Tabs at top of screen provide links to other interesting sources:
1. “Links” – a list of links to historical organizations, publications, exhibitions, and more.
2. “Southwestern Historical Quarterly” – displays the tables of contents for recent editions of this publication

For assistance please contact a Reference Librarian 214/333-5221 or 1/800/483-7048